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RightSTRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO CHlNA'S EXPERIENCE* 
By SHIGERU ISHIKAWA 
Professor, Institute of Econo'nic Research 
I. Introduction 
This paper aims at investigating in terms of efficiency the choice of commodity patterns 
of export and import trade in an economy under planned economic development. By effici-
ency, the writer means in this paper simply what is consistent with an assumed objective of 
the planners ; namely maximization of the level and the growth rate of national income. With 
the criterion thus set forth, it is easily seen that the problem of the choice under question 
necessarily involves the dimension of time, and it is inseparably related to the problem of 
choice of industries in the domestic aspect. In the discussions thus far made of the economic 
growth of the soclalist countries, the domestic and international aspects seem to have been 
dealt with independently and in isolation, at least in the analytical side.1 Therefore this 
paper may be said to represent the writer's humble attempt to combine these two aspects in 
an empirical as well as an analytical framework. 
On the other hand, it may be mentioned that, while the paper mainly deals with the 
problem of the socialist economies with special reference to Main]and China, not a few aspects 
of the discussion would be relevant to the same problem in some of the present day developing 
countries such as India. Therefore, when they are found to be useful for better understanding 
of the main topic, the writer occasionally refers to the Indian experience. 
II. Basic Facts 
First, Iet me describe briefly what have been (and will be) main features of the commodity 
patterns of the export and import trade of Mainland China during her planning period ; 
what have been (and will be) the corresponding patterns of industrial g'rowth, and what seem 
to be some of the significant phenomena related to the above. Though these are questions 
mainly of statistical observations, the task is necessarily related to interpretation of the economic 
* The writer wishes to thank Professor Leon Hollerman for correction of English in the origina] draft 
of this paper. 
l In this respect, the writer has in mind particularly Evsey Domar, Essays i,t the 'rheory of Econo'nic 
G,-owth, Oxford Univ. Press. N. Y., 1957, Ch. 9 (A Soviet Model of Growth) and Maurice Dobb, A,t 
Essay on Econo'nic Growth a'id Planlting, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1960, both of which dis' 
cussed the problem under the assumption of a closed system. In the field of foreign trade, a series of 
articles published by Franklyn Holzman on the terms of trade of socialist countries, and Frederic L. 
Pryor, The C0'11'ntt'tt'st Foreign T,iade Systc/n, M. I. T. Press, 1963 are to be mentioned. 28 HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS [January 
policy of the government and this must also be summarized to the extent that it is crucially 
involved in determining such patterns. 
Before doing so, however, a word about the foreign trade statistics used is in order. 
Since the published statistics about foreign trade are scanty and the statistical examination of 
our own is yet to be completed, we shall rely in the following upon the statistics compiled or 
estimated by the United Nations as far as mainland China's foreign trade and its structure 
by commodities and areas of destination are concerned.2 But one has to be very careful 
about these figure,s, since, on the one hand, they are expressed in foreign prices,8 and on the 
other hand, they involve errors of a degree which, through seemingly relatively small, is 
not negligible. The latter is caused first by a specific procedure of the U. N, compilation to 
include North Korea, North Vietnam and Mongolia, all in Mainland China4 and second by 
the fact that China's exports and imports as listed are simply the accumulated totals of the 
amounts of import and export trade with China of all of China's trade partners, thus the 
adjustment problem of freight and insurance is left behind. We assume, however, that they 
can be used as crude indexes of the foreign trade behavior of Mainland China itself. 
Now, with these reservations in mind, the ,following observations could be made : 
1. As is suggested in Table 1, covering two benchmark-years : 1955 and 1959, the commodity 
pattern of import is characterised by a dominant and yet still increasing weight of machinery 
and equipment, secondly by intermediate goods and fuels. Food and consumers' goods are 
relatively insignificant. On the other hand,~.the commodity pattern of exports is marked by 
the predominance of food and agricultural raw materials, but the weight of manufactured 
consumers' goods is increasing.5 While these patterns are quite similar to those of the Soviet 
Union during her first Five Year Plan period,6 they also resemble fairly closely the Indian 
pattern as added to column (3), Table 1, with the difference that the weight of food imports 
is considerable in the latter. 
2_. The fact that the weight of the machinery and equipment imports is dominant and increasing 
seems to correspond to a high and increasing level of fixed capital investment in these years ; 
but a closer look will make it clear that this is accompanied by another 'significant trend 
where the ratio of the imported machinery and ,equipment to their total demand in the 
economy is declining, as seen in Table 2. The same table also indicates that this declining 
ratio is not limited to machinery and equipment ; it is even more marked in the field of 
intermediate goods such as steel products. These observations will again induce us to pay 
2 Foreign trade statistics as published by Mainiand China's government are limited to the annual series 
of combined total export and import trade until 1958, and even separate export and export figures are not 
revealed. Cf. State Statistical Bureau, ~ren Great Years, Peking, 1959, p. 155. 
3 This is not because the figures in UN statistics are expressed in US dollars. If it only meant that, 
we could easily derive the figures in domestic prices by uslng exchange rates. However, this problem 
is involved even in the officially published foreign trade statistics of Mainland China, which are evident-
ly expressed in foreign prices. 
4 Upon the writer's check by using 1958 data, Mainland China seems to occupy about 90% of the 
total value as listed in UN statistics under the name of Mainland China. 
5 For the observations in this part, the ofiicial statistics of commodity structure in a different classi-
fication method as published in Tcn Grect Years, p, 156 is used as supplementary information. 
6 Franklyn D Holzman " Forergn Trade " m A Bergson and S. Kuznets (ed.), Eco,tomt~ Trends in 
the Soviet Union, Harvard Univ. Press, 1963, pp. 292 and 296. This article represents a most exhaustive 
work on the foreign trade structure and its changes in the Soviet Union during the plan period. 1965]  STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  29 
TABLE 1. COMMODITY STRUCTURE OF WORLD'S TRADE wITH MAINLAND CHINA 
(Unit : %) 
Sources : UN ; Monthly Bulleiin of Stotistics, March 1961 ; UN, Yearbook of Intcrnational 
'Frade Stctistics 1960, N. Y., 1962. 
Note : (i) Figures in [ I show the first digid code number of SITC ; (ii) In the figures of 
India's import, that part of import of agricultural products which is paid by the Government 
account is excluded. 
TABLE 2. RATIOS op IMPORT DEPENDENCY OF SELECTED PRODUCERS' GOODS 
Notes : Figures in italics denote that they are computed within the categories of goods under 
the " State Unified Distribution " scheme. With regard to the " unified distribution " scheme, refer 
to the text (Sect. 3). 
Sources : For the figures not documented, Material Room of T'ung-chi Kung-tso, " Sum-
marized Situation about the Annual Distribution of Commodities under ' State Unified Distribu-
tion "', Tung-chi kung-tso, 1957, No. 13. l) Fang Mu-han, " Enforce the Technical Reform of 
the Natlonal Economy ", Chi-hua yii T'ung-chi, 1960, No. 2, p. 7. 2) State Statistical Bureau, 
"  ommunique on the Results of the First Five Year Plan ", Il,id., 1959, No. 7, p. 6. 3) Chao 
Er-lu, " Machine-Making Industry for the Past Ten Years ", flsin-hua Pan-ytieh-kan, 1959, No. 19, 
p. 38. 4) Chln Fu-hsiang, " Positively Adopt Measures to Solve the Problem of Shortage in Kinds 
of Steel Products " Chi-hua Ching-chi, 1957, No. 9, p. 16. 30 HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF EcoNolvncs [January 
attention to the priority pattern of investment allocation among the domestic production 
sectors. As was described and partly estimated in previous work,7 this priority pattern is 
characterised by an extremely high value set forth upon the allocation coefficient of investment 
in the investment goods sector-a value which seems even higher than that in the Soviet 
Union in the pre-war plan period. Such correspondence among' commodity patterns of import, 
the ratio of import dependency of investment goods and the priority pattern of investment 
allocation can also be seen in the Soviet Union in the pre-war plan era,8 and, though in much 
lesser degree, in India as well.9 On the other hand, the changing relative importance of 
agricultural products and manufactured consumers' goods in total export may possibly be 
regarded as corresponding to the small allocation of investment in agriculture, and this 
consideration may be further strengthened by the fact that, since 1961, hiainland China began 
importing a considerable amont of food grains ; even though there are admittedly many other 
factors involved in that event. 
3. As is seen from Fig. l, exports and imports were each less than I billion US dollars (in 
foreign prices) in 1950 ; but they increased at the average annual rates of growth of 11.5% 
(export) and 8.4% (import) to a level of over 2- billion US dollars in 1959, after which, 
however, the amount declined sharply. The reasons behind this decline seem to be multi-
sided, but Inost experts will agree that a major one is the general economic retardation caused 
by agricultural calamities in this period. Therefore, in this paper which is concerned with 
policy matters in normal situations, we may possibly ignore this period, and we already did 
so when choosing the bench-mark years in Table l. However, even excepting this abnormal 
period, it is still difiicult to answer an interesting question in this paragraph : what are the 
proportions and their changes in the relation of export and import to the national income ? 
This is mainly due to the non-availability of export and import figures expressed in terms of 
domestic prices. What may be said in this respect is limited simply to the fact that the 
proportion of the foreign trade total to the national income may be larger than 10%, as 
computed from the official figures of these two variables.10 On the other hand, as one might 
have noticed, the difference of exports and imports is relatively small in these years. This 
corresponds in the financing aspect of foreign trade to the fact that the amount of long-term 
credit and loans China has obtained from abroad was small. It was limited in fact to those 
obtained from the Soviet Union totalling only 430 million US dollars, received between 1950 
7 Preliminary findlngs are published in Ishikawa, " Capital Accumulation in Mainland China ", in Szc-
sepanik (ed.). Sy'nposiu'n on Economic and Soc!al Problems of the Far East Hong Kong Univ. Press, 1962, 
Tables I to 5. A more detailed study will be published soon in Part 2 of Ishikawa (ed.), National 
Income and Capital Formation. Institute of Asian Economic Affairs, Tokyo. 
8 Holzman op. cit., especially the table in p. 299 for the import dependency ratio. With respect to the 
investment ~tllocation, Cf. Norman Kaplan, " Capital Formation and Allocation ", in A. Bergson (ed.), 
Soviet F_.conomic Gro~crth, Row, Peterson & Co.. 1953. 
9 With respect to the priority of investment allocation p]aced on heavy industry, see P. C. Mahalanobis, 
"  raft Recommendatlons for the Formulation of the Second Five Year Plan 1956-1961 ", in Government 
of India, Papers Relating to the For,,udation oJ' the Second Five Year Plan, New Delhi, 1955. The 
decline in the ratio of import dependency does not seem to be marked, though the ratio of imported' 
machinery to the total fixed investment is recorded as declined from 24.0% in the first Five Year Plan 
period to 18.~'-% in the second Five Year Plan period (and 18.3% projected for the 3 FYP). Government 
of Indla. Thc 'rhird Five Year Plan, Delhi, 1961, pp. 32, 59 and 11-9. 
10 As for the official national income figures, Cf. Ishikawa (ed.), National Incorne etc. The reason for 
this contention lies in Table 4 and the related discussions. 1965]  STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
FIG. l. MAINLAND CHlNA'S EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 
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in the text. (ii) SU, EE and WE denote the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe 
and Western Europe, respectively. 
and 1954.11 This contrasts to the fact that the foreign economic aid extended to India amounted 
to 410 million US dollars during the IFYP period, 3.1 billion during the 2FYP period, and 
6.76 billion (including the amount of the remaining years the Indian Government expects to 
obtain during the 3FYP period).12 
4. The policy line that the government of Mainland China has invariably pursued in connection 
with foreign trade could perhaps be most conveniently summarized by referring to the term : 
"  n integral industrial structure ", which was first used by the Prime Minister in 1956 as 
indicating the fundamental objective to be attained by the end of the 3FYP period.** By 
"  ntegral industrial structure " is probably meant a structure in which the country is self-
suffiicient in all the important commodities. In order to attain this aim sooner, all the 
branches of metallurgical as well as machine-making industries should be given first priority. 
This requires the capital goods of a highly round-about nature be placed in the priority 
columns of the import commodity list. Export is considered as crucial only to the extent 
that they are required to earn foreign exchange to pay for such imports. It could be said 
that the identical policy line has long been pursued by the Soviet Union, and only recently 
going to be changed to the extent that the " Socialist division of labor " has become a subject 
11 Other than this, there are other forms of aid from the Soviet Union, which, together with that 
mentioned above, amount to 1,340 million US dollars. But the latter are either not economic in nature, 
or are, though economic in nature, not to be used for import financing. 
12 The Third Five Year Plan, pp. 107-112. The figures are inclusive of aid under P. L. 480. 
13 Chou En-lai, " Report on the Recommendation on the Second Five Year Plan of National Economic 
Development". Hsin-hua Panlyaeh-han, 1956, No. 20, pp. 39~lO. 32 HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS [January 
of active discussion and enforced on a partial basis among the CMEA countries.la In India 
as well, we are surprised to find that a quite similar idea of policy is popular in economic 
planning.15 
Having summarized above some of the basic facts, the practical significance of our 
problem seems to have now become clarified. This is first to ask the question : Whether a 
policy is efiicient or not that places the first priority of imports on capital goods, especially 
of a more round-about nature, in order simply to accelerate the speedier development of the 
domestic capital goods sector than the other production sectors, so that the ratio of import 
dependency of capital goods requirement may possibly decline as soon as possible ? For the 
sake of convenience, Iet us name this policy as that of " reducing the import dependency 
ratio sooner ", though we must be careful not to be misled by the impression spuriously given 
by the name, since this policy has many facets static and dynamic, domestic and external. 
III. Constraints of Inelastic Foreign Demand for Exportable GOOds 
For an attempt to answer the above question, it seems convenient to start with a familiar 
theoretical model of planned economic growth developed by Fel'dman and Domar.16 This 
model clarified in an elegantly simple formula a possibility that, under a closed system without 
foreign trade, the larger allocation of a given investible resource to the investment-goods 
sector (as represented by a higher value of coefficient) yields in a longer-run the higher 
growth of national income as well as national consumption (Mathematical Appendix 1). 
Though different assumptions, even within the domain of the closed system, yield different 
conclusions, this model has come to be regarded as a model reflecting a most important 
aspect of the growth mechanism of the socialist economies, perhaps mainly because it has 
been strengthened by a result of independent empirical research showing that the higher 
rate of growth corresponds in fact to the higher coefficient of investment allocation.17 
Among the assumptions of the model that are crucial to this conclusion it may be well 
to mention that of the complete elasticity of labor supplies, or the complete flexibility of wage 
rates ; and it should be noted in this regard that the conclusion of Fel'dman=Domar Model is 
in actuality applicable only to the extent that the wage rate can be changeable without hindering 
14 Pryor, op. cil. . 
15 A most explicit expression of this idea is found in Prof. Mahalanobis's works. Especially relevant 
to'the present context is his famous hypothesis to the effect that it is better to import fertilizer than to 
import food grains; better to import machinery required to set up a fertilizer factory than to import 
fertilizer; better to import the machinery required to set up a heavy machine building factory than to 
import the machinery just to set up a fertilizer factory. P. C. Mahalanobis, Talks on Planning, Indian 
Statistical Institute, Calcutta, 1961, pp. 73-74. A theoretical verification of this case is given as an impli-
cation in K. N. Raj and A. K. Sen, " Alternative Patterns of Growth under Conditions of Stagnant Export 
Earnings ", Oxford Econornt~ Papers, Vol. 13, No. 1, Feb. 1961. 
16 Domar, op. cit. As is known, Fel'dman=Domar Model is one refined and developed by Prof. Domar 
on the basis of an article published in 1928 by G. A. Fel'dman, a Soviet economist in the Gosplan. A 
similar Model is independently formulated by Prof. C, P. Mahalanobis in " Some Observation on the 
Process of Growth of National Income ", Sankhya 12(4), 1953. 
IT The first study of this kind was made by Prof. Kaplan in op. cit. as a comparative study of the 
investment allocation ratio between U. S. and the Soviet Union. See further the wnter s " Caprtal Accu 
mulation etc." op, cit. 1965] STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVEI,OPMENT 33 
the elastic supplies of labor. The assumption that the technical form adopted and, with it, 
productivity of labor are fixed and constant seems also too rigid. These reservations should 
be kept in mind since we use this model as the base structure of the following discussion. 
Fel'dman=Domar Model Extended 
However, the most important change required for the analysis of this paper is to make 
this system open to external trade in such a way that at least a crucial role in the immediate 
future of imported investment goods may be realistically reflected in the model. How, in this 
case, will the implications of Fel'dman=Domar Model have to be modified ? Upon examination, 
it becomes clear that the answer depends upon further specific assumptions as regards the 
conditions of export and import trade. 
In the first place, we assume that the structure of costs and prices in the domestic and 
foreign economies are similar-an assumption which we shall fundamentally adhere to until 
we come to the examination from the viewpoint of Comparative Advantage Doctrine in the 
next section. Throughout this section also, it is assumed that exports of the economy in 
question consist solely of the consumers' goods and imports of investment goods. This 
assumption might seem to be too extreme to be realistic ; but it seems to reflect precisely a 
planners' ideal with respect to foreign trade and, at the same time, it is convenient for analysis, 
since the choice problem of the commodity structure of exports and imports will be reduced 
by it simply to that of the magnitude of such exports and imports. 
The most simple case conceivable under these assumptions is the one where exports and 
imports can take place in perfect elasticity, though exports and imports should strike balance. 
A theoretical examination indicates that the above-mentioned implication of Fel'dman=Domar 
Model is nullified in this case, since here the value of r coefficient has no unique correlation 
with the long-term growth rate, though a higher r will make speedier the decline of imports ; 
major determinant of growth will instead be identical, as is usually the case, with the ratio of 
savings to national income (M. A. 2). 
On the other hand, however, it should be noted that the implications of Fel'dman=Domar 
Model evidently revive when the additional assumptions of the above case are modified as 
far as that of the completely elastic export is concerned, and instead a new assumption of 
limitational foreign demand for exportable goods of this country is introduced. Among the 
specific cases of such limitational foreign demand, the most extreme case may be one where 
the foreign demand for the exportable goods is fixed and constant over time ; the next 
conceivable is the case where the growth rate of foreign demand is fixed and constant. In 
these cases, the larger value of r leads to the higher growth rate as in the original Fel'dman 
=Domar Model, but, more important to notice here, it also results in the smaller and, in 
many cases, more rapidly declining ratio of import dependency of investment goods. (M. A. 3). 
Perhaps a more realistic case of the limitational foreign demand is where exports can be 
increased at will, though it is subject to the counteracting tendency that the export price 
declines in response to it. In this case, the causal relationship will become a little bit more 
complicated, but the unique relation as seen above among the r coefiicient, the growth rate 
(here, the level as well) of national income and the ratio of import dependency seems to remain 
fundamentally effective (M. A. 4). 
Empirical Testing of Costraints 
As a practical implication of the above analysis, it will become clear that the problem of 34 HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS [January 
whether or not the policy of " decreasing the ratio of import dependency sooner " is efiicient, 
may depend upon whether or not the actual conditions of foreign demand for the exportable 
goods are limitational. While this is a problem of empirical determination of such scope as 
cannot successfully be dealt with in this paper, the observations which have recently been 
gaining force in discussions of the same topic with regard to under-developed countries as a 
whole,18 seem to be generally applicable in China's case as well. 
First, as a very general observation which abstracts from geo-political factors involved in 
a particular way in each area of destination. Table 3 seems to indicate ~ that the area of 
TABLE 3. THE RATES OF GROWTH OF WORLD IMPORTS AND WORLD IMPORTS 
FROM MAINLAND CHlNA 
Index level in 1959 (1955 = 100) 
l. All commodities 
World total 
EE and SU 
2. Food & beverage 
World total 
EE and SU 
3. Crude materials 
(exc. fuel) 
World total 
EE and SU 
4. Chemicals 
World total 
EE and SU 
5. The other manufactured 
goods 
World total 
EE and SU 
(1) (2) 
(3) 
Total world World imports Proportion of 
from MC  imports world imports  from MC to 
total world 
import (1959)  % 
(4) 
Proportion of 
the EE and SU 
imports from 
MC to world 
imports from 









































Source : UN, Monthly Bulletin OJ Statistics, March 1961, 
Note : MC. EE and SU denote Mainland China, Eastern Europe and Soviet Union, respectively. 
rs  mong the literature m this regard. UN, Toward a Neu' 1}•ade Policy for Development, Report by 
the Secretary ofthe United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. E/CONF. 46/3, Feb. 1963 is 
well known. Also important is that discussion on the Bellagio Conference, Sept. 1963 and a re]ated paper 
by Prof. Shigeto Tsuru, " Conditions to Promote Trade with Under-developed Countries ", Keizai Kenkyu, 
15(2). April 1964. These are persuasive about the fact that the " Iimitational " foreign demand is not 
simply a phenomenon of price changes, but also ones that exist in various forms of quantitative import 
restrictions, differential tariff rates, domestic indirect taxes, etc. It may also be noted that recent empiri-
cal analysis made by U. N. on the problems of industrialization and import substitutions in underdeveloped 
countries are done from the standpoint of considering this limitational demand as taken for granted. UN 
World Economic Survey 1963, (Part 1) and UN(ECAFE), Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East in 
1963, (Part 1). 1965] STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 35 
destination to which the rate of growth of China's exports is higher than that of the same 
area's imports from the total world, are characterised by the fact that the share of the same 
area's imports from China to their total imports is very small ; and in the East European 
markets where the share of import from China to the total is considerable, the rates of 
increase in import both from China and the total world are relatively closer. Behind such 
behavior are of course working the price elements. And with respect to trade with East 
European markets in which China's share is considerable, there is likely to have been price 
discrimination that are generally unfavorable to China's products-a phenomenon which has 
recently become a subject of active empirical studies among Western experts of Mainland 
China.19 As regards trade with \Vestern markets, systematic study on the terms of tade has 
not yet started, but it is suggestive to notice that in the course of an active export campaign 
In 1958, Chinese textile products had to be sold in Southeast Asian markets at a price level 
that was generally 10%-15% Iower than for comparable Japanese products.20 
Apart from such economic considerations, there are politically determined trade barriers 
of various kinds, which are too well known to dwell upon. And taking into consideration 
the Sino-Soviet dispute since 1956, trade with Eastern Europe may not be an exception to 
these additional constraints. However, it may not be appropriate to direct one's attention too 
much to these political aspects, since the argument for limitational foreign demand may 
perhaps hold simply on the basis of the economic observations as described above.21 And it 
19 The study is first attempted by Mr. Yoshio Akeno, stimulated by Mendershausen's well known article 
in the Review of Economics and Stotistics, May 1959, Cf. Akeno, " Terms of Trade of China and Under-
developed Countries in Relation to their Trade with the Soviet Union ", ECAFE Bulletin, No. 257, March 
1, 1961. Recently more comprehensive research is done by Prof. Fen-hwa Mah in his Communist China's 
Forel~n Trade.' Price Structure and Behavior 1955-1959, the RAND Corporation (RM-3825-RC), Oct. 
1963. Kang Chao and Feng-hwa Mah, " A study on the Rouble-Yuan Exchange Rate ", The China 
Quarte'iy, Jan.-Mar. 1964 seems in part a study along a similar line, though attention here is focussed 
on the " discriminating " exchange rate. 
2Q " The Survey Report on Southeast Asian Market by the Team of All Japan Cotton Spinners' Asso-
ciation ". Nippon Boseki Geppo, 1958, No. 18, pp. 2-23. 
21 It is interesting to note in this regard that Prof. Holzman men- FOREIGN TRADE OF THE 
tioned three possible factors responsible for a peculiar trend in SOVIET UNroN (1913-1940) 
Soviet foreign trade after 1931, as is shown in the chart. (One billion Rs. at 1950 
may notice that the pattern of the movement of trade figures exchange rate 
looks very much like that of Mainland China as shown in Fig. 1. 
This, however, does not necessarily imply a resemblance of the rea- 50 
sons as well, and as was indicated before. China's case may better be 
explained by the general economic setback since 1960 ) They are (i) 40 
Soviet fear of conflict with the West that led her toward autarkic 
direction ; (ii) the huge producers' goods imports plus large domestic 
investment in basic plant and equipment of the 1928-1932 period made 
her much more independent of other countries than before ; (iii) the 
terms of trade with the West became extremely unfavorable to her. 
Holzman, op. cit., pp. 304-305. If one follows Holzman in regarding 
the first factor as less important than the others, the rising and de-
clining phases of Soviet foreign trade in this chart must be fairly 
directly explained by our models. But whether or not this extreme 
foreign trade performance will be repeated in China as a result of 
her policy of " reducing the import-dependency ratio sooner", is a 
problem further to be studied, and some of our thinking about it will 




lgl3 19]sl920 ro25 1930 193s 1940 
Source :  Ministerstvo 
Vneshnei Torgovli SSSR, 
Vneshniaia Torgovlia SSSR 
za 1918-1940 gg., Moscow, 
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should be emphasized that, even if such observations are regarded in economic term as in-
determinate as a judgement of past experiences, it is quite possible that the planners are 
suspicious about the future economic possibility of limitational foreign demand. The policy 
of "reducing the ratio of import depandency sooner " can not be considered as entirely 
inefiicient, even when the limitational foreign demand does exist only in the planners' suspicion. 
Indian and Chinese Cases Considered 
While the above discussion may be enough under the present assumptions to answer the 
question about the efficiency of the policy of " decreasing the ratio of import dependency 
sooner ", it seems worthwhile to supplement it by additional examination of what may be 
called the Indian and the Chinese Cases. These two cases may be considered as representing 
additional efforts paid by the planners further to reduce the unfavorable effects of the restricting 
export and hence, import conditions. 
As one of such additional efforts, the Indian case seems to emphasize receiving a con-
siderable amount of foreign economic aid. As , a matter of fact. India has succeeded in 
obtaining such aid and its amount occupies as was suggested earlier a major share of the 
international flow of current economic assistance. In the analytical dimension, however, if 
the amount of foreign aid is exogenously given, the case does not add much to the previous 
findings. An interesting case is where the amount of aid is a function of the receiving 
country's extra effort for it. If we assume it, the results are not only that the larger effort will 
yield the larger level, and the higher growth rate of national income ; they are also that, by 
raising at the same time the r coeficient, the ratio of import dependency is likely to decline 
more rapidly and the condition is likely to be created sooner whereby the requirement for 
aid is reduced and repayment becomes possible (M. A. 5). While this can be considered as 
a variant of the previous cases, it is in fact a policy idea that is clearly identified in the 
Indian planning.22 However, this policy is successful only when an increase in foreign aid 
receivable is possible by an extra effort, and this may not usually be the case. 
While Mainland China might have also conceived the Indian Case as a remedy of her 
difiiculty, it does not seem to have be9n in use ; and the Chinese Case may be better 
represented by an extra effort of placing a greater emphasis on the choise of those technical 
form of fixed capital investment which is much more labor-intensive and at the same time 
with much less import-content than before. This was in fact practiced since the end of 
1957 up until about 1961 under the policy known as the "small-enterprise method ".23 A 
main reason for the discontinuance of this policy may perhaps lie in the fact that a huge 
expenditure of budgetary subsidies was involved for compensating losses of these small enter-
prises though it might have succeeded in raising the level of national income at least temporarily. 
In analyiical terms, this is related more directly to the problem of choice of techniques 
under the condition of variable productivity and inflexible wages of labor which we assumed 
away in the beginning of this section following the original Fel'dman=Domar Model ; and the 
22 Compare Indian long-term plan of export, import and external assistance (as well as their past trends) 
as described in the Third Five Year Plan, pp. 107, 133~ and 29, with M(4) of App. Fig. 2. 
23 It should be noted that the " small-enterprise method " was characterised by its application to the 
capital goods production as well as the consumers' goods production, as is contrasted to the Indian policy 
of protecting the small-scale and cottage industry which belongs mostly to the consumers' goods sector. 
Cf. Ishikawa, " Choice of Techniques in Mainland China ", The Developing Economies, Preliminary Issue 
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Chinese Case may be considered as representing one where one of the worst choices in this 
framework is made from the growth point of view.24 However, what will be the result if the 
small-enterprise method is enforced in a more moderate way ?25 It seems quite possible that 
the rate of growth of the economy will increase and the rate of import dependency will 
decrease than otherwise. But, if it is realistic in this context to assume that there is a dis- * 
tinct category of capital goods for which technique is high and fixed and which constitutes 
a major part of imports at the initial period, it is quite likely that the above policy will not 
contribute to reduce the import dependency ratio of this particular type of capital goods 
sooner, and even the gain of national income accrued by choosing lower techniques will 
become much smaller than expected if the time-period is. taken in the long-run [cf. M. A. 6]. 
I V. Viewing in Terws of Comparative Advantage Doctrine 
In the above examination of the efficiency of the policy of " reducing the import dependency 
ratio sooner ", we have deliberately left aside the point of view of Comparative Advantage 
Doctrine by assuming that the structures of costs and prices in the domestic and foreign 
economies are similar. The reader might have wondered whether this policy would not 
entail a great loss to the economy, or at any rate, an abandonment of a benefit that 
could have been obtained by choosing a lower r coefficient and importing a larger amount 
of capital goods for a longer period in exchange for a larger amount of consumer goods 
exported ; this loss might be great enough to counterbalance the possible gain obtained by 
the above policy internally. Behind this question is of course the notion that, in developing 
countries such as Mainland China, capital goods are most probably subject to comparative 
disadvantage, while consumers' goods and agricultural products enjoy corhparative advantage 
-a notion perhaps further enhanced by commonsense influenced by the theory of factor 
pro portions. 
However, we have to emphasize that the relevance of the Comparative Advantage Doctrine 
may be much more restricted than usually thought of under the circumstances where the chance 
of increasing exports of goods enjoying comparative advantage is limited by an inelastic 
foreign demand, and hence, that of increasing imports of goods subject to comparative 
disadvantage, too. And an assumption that this is in fact the case was the main reason why 
it was thought in the above discussion that the viewpoint of the Comparative Advantage 
Doctrine could be left aside without serious harm. In the absence of these circumstances, a 
universal applicability of the doctrine and especially its dynamic version (but excepting its 
variant, the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem) could not be doubted ; and there is even evidence that 
the Chinese planners seem to consider it in a similar way.26 Therefore it is now in order to 
take the viewpoint of the Comparative Advantage Doctrine and to examine to what extent 
our evaluation of the said policy requires revision. 
Patle,-n of Static Co,nparative Advantage 
As a first step of this task, we have to observe empirically the pattern of China's com-
2a The most clearcut analysis of this aspect is given by Dobb. op. cit., Chaps. 111 and IV. See also 
Ishikawa, op. cl7. 
25 i. e., to the extent that the wage rate can be correspondingly reduced. 38  HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS  [ January 
parative advantage vis-d-vis the world as a whole. Since, however, relevant data are not 
directly avai]able, we utilize as a starting point a comprehensive estimate done by Dr. T. 
Mizoguchi about the comparative price structure of Mainland China and Japan. Table 4 
TABLE 4. COMPARATIVE CHlNESE AND JAPANESE PRICE LEVEL AND ITS CHANGE 
Source and remarks : Toshiyuki Mizoguchi, " Comparison of Chinese and Japanese Prices ". 
in Part 111 of Ishikawa (ed.), Notional Income etc.. The figures are estimated by using the whole-
sale price data in Tokyo (compiled by the Bank of Japan) and in Shanghai (compiled by Shanghai 
Economic Institute of Accademia Sinica, Collected Prices Materials Before and After the Liberation 
ofShanghai, 1921-1957, Shanghai People's Publishing Co., 1958 <hereafter abreviated Collected 
Shanghd Prices>). 
Note : The exchange rate used is ~~ 1=0.06836 yuan. 
shows a recomputed version of one of his findings, and as is easily seen, these figures 
reflect the possible pattern of China's comparative advantage to the world, provided that (i) 
Japanese wholesale prices can be regarded as representing world prices ; (ii) there are no 
differentials of cost-price ratios among commodities ; and (iii) the relative prices of machinery 
and equipment, the data of which are lacking in this table, are similar to those of, say metal 
and its products. For, in this case, each figure in column (1) represents P(d) (where P 
PCf)•x 
26 While the recent discussions of the " foreign trade profitability " and the calculations of the " export 
profitability coeflicient " in CMEA (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance) countries are considered in 
this respect to obtain at least partially the benefit accruing from comparative advantage (Pryor op. cit., 
Ch. IV) Malnland China is reported to have sent a delegate and presented her own proposal for the 
calculation method of the " export profitability coefiicient " in a CMEA conference held in Nov. 1957 
(Tao Yu-ssu, Brief Description on the Conference on the Problem of National Economic Institute in 
Czechoslovakia, Ching-chi Yen-chiu, 1958, No. 2). Unfortunately his proposal is in the source only briefly 
stated : to derive the " profitability coefficient " of export trade by calculating the domestic value of ex-
portable goods on the basis of wages and the average " accumulation " ratio and by comparing the value 
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denotes the wholesale price, suffixes d and f denote the domestic and foreign prices respec-
tively and x denotes the foreign exchange rate expressed in domestic currency), and the ratio 
ptj of any two set of figures in the same column : 
Pi(d)  / Pj(d) where i=j=1,2...,11 but i~j,  pij= pi(f)•x Pj(f)•x 
can be considered as an index of comparative advantage for these two goods. Profitable 
trade will of course take place between the goods i's (as exports) and j's (as import) for whicll 
FIG. 2. COMMODITY STRUCTURE OF CHINA'S ExpoRT AND 
IMPORT BY AREA OF DESTINATION (1955 and 1959) 
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Ptj s are less than unity, neglecting the transporting costs ; and the gain is larger in exchange 
of goods for which Ptj is the smaller. 
A comprehensive examination of Table 4 along this line ,will suggest a probable pattern 
of China's comparative advantage in the static sense, and it will be found further by comparing 
it with China's commodity pattern of exports and imports as shown in Table I that the 
former corresponds remarkably with the latter. Thus for instance, between the largest export 
goods : crude materials excluding fuels, and the largest import goods : machinery, Ptj exhibits 
the smallest value of 0.128.27 The only notable exception seems to be the textile products 
included in line 6 of Table 1, an explanation of which will be made later. 
However, to what extent will this observation have to be modified when the three reser-
vations described above are taken into account ? 
First, with respect to the representativeness of Japanese prices as world prices, the answer 
is necessarily complicated. However, we would like to note that, as is shown by Fig. .2, the 
commodity structure of China's trade with Japan is fairly similar to that with Western Europe, 
Eastern Europe and the world as a whole (the last is shown in Table l);as and notably 
dissimilar only to that with Asia excluding Japan. It may be permissible from this to consider 
at least as an approximation that the price structure of Japan is relatively similar to that of 
other advanced areas.29 While a different price pattern is imagined as regards Asia, its impact 
upon the overall picture of comparative prices is minor, since trade with this area is relatively 
small (Fig. 1). 
Second, as regards the uniformity of cost-price differentials among commodities, our 
examination of China's situation suggests that, (i) there seems to be a fairly systematic bias 
of the said differentials as between agricultural products and capital goods in the direction 
where PtJ will become much smaller than in Table 4, if P is expressed in real cost, (ii) as 
between consumers' and capital goods, it is not likely that Pij will become much larger than 
as shown above under the same change, though precise comparison is not possib]e due to the 
lack of relevant data and (iii) the value of overall Ptj expressed in cost term seems accordingly 
to be much different from the original Ptj and the probable direction of the difference seems 
to be on the smaller side, if it is permissible to assume that the cost-price differentials abroad 
are fairly uniform among commodities. 
Whereas space does not permit a full description of the process of arriving at these 
findings, a few comments are necessary for those who are not familiar with the price formation 
procedure in Mainland China and especially those who are familiar with the Soviet procedure 
and consider that any attempt to discover the real cost relations among commodities is 
formidable for socialist countries. 
l. China's procedure of price formation with respect to industrial products is formulated as : 
wholesale price Factory delivery-+Circulation cost Commercial Profit of . where  of TC (Pz) = ' +Tax (T ) +TC (R ) '  pnce of PE (Pl) of TC (C2) 2 2 
Pl=Factory Cost (C1)+1ndustrial Taxes (T1)+profit (Rl) 
where TC denotes domestic trade companies and PE production enterprise. In this formula, 
27 Computed by taking textile materials and metals and metal products in Table 4 as representing thes. e 
two categories respectively. 
28 With exceptions, particularly of the import of machinery ; the reason, however, is the Western 
embargo. 
29 1 am indebted to Prof. K. Kojima for such diagramatic observation of comparative advantage position. 1965] STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 41 
Pl is in itself an effective final price in case producers' goods under " unified distribution " 
of the government are allocated directly to the users : TE. Part of the same category of 
producers' goods are allocated to TC at the same Pl ; but only to be resold to the market 
at P2• Since the ratio of the producers' goods coming under this category has increased 
rapidly during the IFYP period, the weighted effective price of producers' goods must have 
got closer to Pl' rather than P2' In this regard, it should be noted that the price of producers' 
goods based in Table 4 is not P1' but solely P2. 
2. In evaluating the actual price and cost structure according to the above formula, it 
TABLE 5. PRICE-COST STRUCTURE OF SELECTED INTERMEDIATE GOODS, AND 
COMPARISONS WITH JAPANESE WHOLESALE PRICES 
Sources and Remarks 
Line I : China-Ishikawa, " Choice of Techniques in Mainland China ". The Developing Eco'to-
mies, Preliminary Issue No. 2, Sept.-Dec., 1962, p. 50. Japan-Toyo-keizai Bukka Soran (Price 
Alma,1ac of On'ental Econo,nist) 1958, simple average of pig iron for making steel and casting. 
Line 2 : China-Li Yung-hsing, " Measures of Unifying the Distribution and the Price Fixation of 
Imported Goods " Cht hua Chrng cht 1958 No 4 p. 28. The listed price 1,350 yuan is the 
price at which the importer of steel sheet transferred to the Ministry of Domestic Trade. 
It was said to be fixed on the basis of domestic price level, independently of import cost ; 
accordingly it may be better to consider it the planned allocation price. Japan-Same as in 
Line 1. 
L]ne 3 China Planned aliocatron pnce by Fang Jo-i, " A Second Discussion on the Policy of 
Prices of Heavy Industry's Products ", Ching-chi Yen-chiu, 1957, No. 3, p. 65. This is the 
national average price and there are regional differentials, such as 13.3 yuan in Middle-South 
Region, 11.31 yuan in North-East Region and 13.2 yuan in North-West-Region. Whole sale 
price by Collected Shanghai Prices. Japan-Same as in Line I ; Simple average of non 
bituminous coal,bituminous coal, Kyushu coal, Hokkaido coal. 
Line 4 : China-Industrial Statistics Branch. SSB, Present and Past of Our Country's lron alld 
Steel, Electritity, Coal, Machine-Making, Textile and Pa~ter-M~king Industries, Statistics 
Publication Co.. Peking, 1958 ; p. 73. Japan-Nippon Keizai Shimbun Co. (ed.), ,Japanese 
Economic Yearbook 1952, p. 178. 
Line 5 : China-Jen Jui-lin " A Study on the Problem of Current Lumber Prices " Ts'ai-cheng, 
1956, No. 2 gives the national average of planned allocation prices. It also indicate that the 
average profit rate of the state-owned lumbering enterprises in 1955 was 98% and the turnover 
tax rate of lumber 10%• Wholesale price is represented by that of ceder long in Shanghai, 
taken from Collected Shanghai Prices. Japan-Same as in Line I : average price of ceder logs 
of small and large sizes. 
Line 6 : China-In the same sources as in Line 5. Japan-Same as in Line 1. 42 HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS [January 
should first be noted that, unlike in the Soviet Union, there has not been in Mainland China 
any systematic state subsidy to compensate for the negative differences between the price and 
cost of producers' goods, except for the case of " small enterpnse " policy as mentroned above 
and some others. 
3 T1' Rl' T2, R2 are all evidently large relatively to Pl and P2. A crude idea of these 
magnitudes may be obtained from Table 5, which indicates the resultant ratio of Pl/CI is around 
200;~ and that of P2/PI from 150% to 250%• Here two additional comments are in order. 
The first is rather technical : in China the proportion of Rl to T1 is almost equal, while in 
the Soviet Union T1 is dominant. But a major part of Rl in China seems to be playing the 
same function as T1' Second, while in the Soviet Union the weight of (Tl+Rl) in Pl and 
that of (7'2+R2) in P2 are negligible in case of producers' goods but large in consumers' 
goods, there are evidences showing, though partially, that in China the weights are not much 
different between these two categories of goods.30 
4. As regards the cost-price structure of agricultural products, the formula of paragraph 1 
can be applied when Cl is read as price at farm yard and Tl as agricultural tax, and it may 
be safely observed that in China Pl is simple and unique and the difference between P1 and 
P2 is made minimum under a constant policy of stabilizing especially the prices of staple food. 
In the Sovlet Union, Pl is multiple depending upon the marketing channels and a large T2 
exists. 
Finally on the third reservation with respect to the relative price of machineries. Though 
the data are scanty, the check of Table 6 which was constructed with the collaboration of 
some Japanese engineers, indicates rather surprisingly that the cost position (C1) is likely to 
be not much inferior in China than in Japan. Of course, even with the identical Pl' Pl/C1 
may be as large as was suggested in Table 5 as against about 65% that is generally consid-
ered as average ratio in Japan. Again, there must be many other items for which Cl is 
significantly larger in China than that in Japan. However, it seems that the consideration of 
machinery costs will not require substantial revision of our findings in the above.31 
Dyna,nic Elements of Comparative Advantage 
Although we have examined a probable static pattern of China's comparative advantage 
and pointed out a fairly close correspondence of it to the commodity pattern of exports and 
imports, these are of course not enough to evaluate a policy of investment allocation with 
priority placed upon the investment goods sector. When the examination comes to this phase, 
however, it necessarily involves the dynamic aspect of the Comparative Advantage Doctrine, 
30 In China, the cheaper-price policy of producers' goods relative to consumers' goods that has long 
been enforced in the Soviet Union has been disliked, or, though existing in theory, relaxed in application. 
Turnover tax is not exempted in producers' goods, unlike in the Soviet Union. For the ratios of R]lCl' 
it is even higher in the producers' goods sector than for the consumers' goods sector. Fan Jo-i. " Brief 
Discussion of Ratio of Profit to Capital and the Policy of Development with Quicker Tempo and More 
Economy ", Chih-hua Ching-chi, 1958, No. 8, p. 22-23. 
31 Though space does not permit me to dwell upon it, there is another approach to check upon the 
comparative advantage position. This is by use of the data, though fragmental, of the profit or loss 
account of the foreign trade companies resulting from the export and import business, and the results 
seem to be consistent generally with the above. However, this suggest the additional finding that the 
existing foreign exchange rate is an overvaluation of the yuan vis-~-vis currencies of Western countries, 
though it does not affect the Pi/ Position as is evident from its definitional equation. About this, see a 
detailed examination in Ishikawa (ed-), National Income etc.. Chap 1. 1 9 65]  STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED EcoNOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF FACTORY COSTS OF SELECTED CATEGORIES OF 
MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT IN MAINLAND CHINA AND JAPAN 
(Unit : Japanese ~~~ I OOO) 
43 
Source : China's data is given in Chi-Chieh Kung-yeh, 1959, No. 19. The figures with 
* attached are those for 1959 ; those without are for 1958. The columns on Japan were added by 
collaboration of Mr. Takio Kanai and Mr. Ken Suzuki. 44 nITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF EcoNoMrcs [January 
and it seems in order to note at least two elements which are crucial in determining the 
dynamic comparative advantage. 
The first is the ease of learning, or the accessibility to, the advanced technique that seems 
to have been accelerated by recent technical innovation in a differential degree among sectors 
in favor generally of producers' goods. To describe this more generally, the form of the 
production function in the manufacturing sector could be thought of as shifting in the order of : 
1. Technology a : 0=f(K, L2, L3, "',Ln, Ea, N) 
2. Technology b : 0=f(K, Ll' L2, "',Ln, Eb, IV) 
3. Technology c:0=f(K, L2, Ls, "',Ln, Ec, N) 
where O stands for output, K capital, Li (i=1, ..., n) Iabor with different qualjties, Ei (i=a, b, 
c) entrepreneuership and N natural endowment. In this set of production functions, it is 
assumed that technology c is most advanced and a most backward, and Ll represents labor 
with the highest quality, L2 Iabor of next highest quality and so on. As is seen, the techno-
logical development from a to b requires not only transformation of Ea to Eb, but also a 
new factor Ll ' however, with the development from b to c, Ll becomes no longer necessary, 
though the transformation of Eb to Ec is crucial. The elimination of Ll is exemplified by 
the case where an automatic device installed in Anshan blast furnaces has replaced the 
specially skilled workers whose job was to inspect the change in the colour of burning iron 
ore dnd decide the exact time to take out the smelting pig iron. The transformation of Eb 
to Ec requires the advancement of technical ability, but, as far as the borrowing of techniques 
is concerned, it is said to be comparatively easy nowadays ; and according to a Japanese 
technician who studied the techniques of Chinese industry, she seems to have attained the 
level of the designing technique where the copying of most of the advanced machines developed 
in foreign countries is not very difficult, though the material technique and the operation 
technique are relatively lagging behind.82 
In the case of agriculture, the forms of successive production functions seem to be similar 
to the above in various ways, but they differ evidently in that L consists mostiy of unskilled 
labor. And though the importance of the shift of E may not be disputed here as well, 
technological advance seems to be relatively less easy and less rapid than in industry, since this 
involves necessarily a task of finding the optimal combination of factors among which natural 
elements are dominant. An example is a series of failures of Chinese attempts to introduce 
high-yielding Japanese varieties of rice in the regions around and north of the Yangtze River 
since 1956. 
The second is the economy of large-scale production which is particularly marked in the 
case of capltal goods production. Although China is a big country and is in a favorable 
position in obtaining this economy, there are still not a few lines of production which cannot 
be economically operated due to the smallness of market. An example is high-quality steel 
sheet which constitutes a bottleneck in China and which China imported in 1958 as large as 
half million tons. According to the Japanese experts, the minimum size of a strip mill is 
around one million tons a year and China's market is far from capable of economically main-
taining this size.38 
3z Masumi Sato, " The Level of Techniques in China ", in Ishikawa (ed.), Long-tcr'n Projcction of 
Chinese Economy. The Institute of Asian Economic Research (in Japanese, forthcoming). 
33 1 am indebted in this observation to Mr. Watabe of the Japan lron and Steel Federation and Mr. 
M. Sato of MITI. 1965] 
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7. EFFICIENCY COMPARISON OF TEXTILE AND STEEL PRODUCTION IN CHINA, 
INDIA AND JAPAN (1956) 
(Unit : US $, converted by exchange rates) / 
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Granted that these two elements approximate reality, it is quite probable that the rate of 
cost reduction differs among sectors and, in some cases dependent upon the r coefHcient, it 
may be larger in the capital goods sector than in agricultural sector, though less certain in 
case comparing with that of the consumers' goods sector. As a matter of fact, this seems 
to be what has occured in the first Five Year Plan period as suggested by column 2 as added 
to Table 4, which shows that the rate of decrease in price is the larger for the group of 
commodities for which P(d)lP(j') 'x is the larger. The differential rates of cost reduction will 
certainly affect the pattern of Pij and, even when we ignore the limitational foreign demand 
conditions, it is likely to be the case that the policy of " reducing the import dependency 
ratio sooner " is efiicient. 
Though this is the most we can say with respect to the subject of this section, perhaps 
one word is pertinent as regards possible objections from the Heckscher-Ohlin Version of the 
above considerations. With respect to the uniformity of production functions of each com-
modity among the countries and the equal qualities of factors which are criticized as among 
unrealistic assumptions of this version, we have already touched upon in passing. Here, we 
have to refer to the notion of zero-social-value of labor as implied in this version when there 
is unemployed or underemployed labor in the economy. However, as Prof. Dobb considers,3a 
this certainly lacks a dynamic vision, since if such labor with " zero-social-value " were used 
to the extent this version implies, the unsuccessful Chinese Case as considered above will 
certainly be repeated. Furthermore, with respect to various categories of skilled labor, the 
wage rates are better conceived as closely related to their respective productivities. That this 
is likely to be the case is suggested in Table 7, which shows the comparative wage rates of 
textile industry between Japan and China are fairly similar as are the composition and pro-
34 Dobb, op. cit., p. 32. 
Source : In general, reference is made for China, Industrial Statistics Branch SSB, Present 
a'td Past of Our Country's lron and Stecl, Electricity, Coal, Machine-Making, Textile and Paper-
,naking Industries, Statistics Publication Co., Peking, 1958 ; for India. CSO, Gov't of India, 
Elcventh Census of Indian Manufactures 1956, Delhi, 1959 ; and for Japan, Research and 
Statistlcs Division, MITI, Gov't of Japan, Census ofManufactures 1956, Tokyo 1958, and Nippon 
Boseki-kyokai ; Reference Book for Cotton Spinning Situction in the Latter Half of 1956, 
Osaka, L957. 
Notes : (1) Since the figures for the total industry are not available, those for the state-
owncd and joint-public-and-private-owned enterprises are here taken. The former must be lower 
than the latter. Readers are cautioned for the fact that the figures in Lines 2 and 3 are derived 
by using the latter figures. (2) This is the figures for the directly employed workers only. (3) 
The total value of production for 1956, which is used as one of the basis for deriving this figure, 
is originally given in the 1952 fixed price term. This is converted into the 1956 current prices 
by using the wholesale price index of cotton textiles (0.972 as the price in 1952 taken as 1.0, 
from Collected Shanghai Prices. (4) This refers to the average cost at factory of cotton yarns of 
20's and 3-9's. (5) This refers to the wholesale prices, taken from Collected Prices Materials. 
Cotton yarns are both of 20's. (6) Pure cotton narrow fabrics (undyed). (7) The figure is one 
coverted to the 20's term. (8) For the factories under the direct control of the Ministry of 
Textiles. (9) The figures are given in terms of square yards. (10) Original figures of total 
value of production as given in 1952 prices are converted into the 1956 current prices by the 
same procedure as in note (2). Conversion coeBicient is O.634. (11) Ishikawa, Choice of Techni-
ques in Mainland China, The Developing Econonlies, Sept.-Dec. 1962, p. 50. The figure indicates 
the controlled transfer price among the state enterprises. (12) Figure in parenthesis indicates 
the production cost of An Shan lron and Steel Co. (13) Ishikawa, Ibid., pp. 38, 41. 1965]  STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  47 
ductivity of labor ; in the steel industry, the difference of the wage levels among Japan, China 
and India seems to be largely influenced by a distinct difference of labor productivities.85 
V. Concluding Remarks 
The above examination tends to suggest that, under the combined context of a limitational 
foreign demand over exportable goods and a situation of recent technical progress favoring 
relatively rapid productivity increase in the producers' goods sector, the policy of " reducing 
the import dependency ratio sooner " is quite likely to be efficient. On the other hand, 
however, this may perhaps raise a new question : May the prospect of future foreign trade 
in this case be a declining one ? Although this seems to be an important problem that is 
worthwhile discussing in an independent paper, a few comments may be relevant as concluding 
remarks. 
Concerning this question, the writer considers it possible that Chinese foreign trade will 
decline in future, if the above policy continues. However, it should be noted that to the ex-
tent that the differential in the technological level between China and foreign advanced countries 
does not disappear, there should be a certain minimum level in any point of time below which 
the import dependency ratio cannot be reduced ; and even though the rate of technological 
advance should be sufficiently large and the above differential being reducing, the total amount 
of foreign trade may expanding because of the existence of this critical minimum.s6 There-
fore, the pattern of Soviet foreign trade after 1931 is not likely to be repeated, barring a 
worsening political and economic situation as occurred then.87 In this regard, it is also 
important to note that exports in this case are not unlikely to be mainly in the form of 
capital goods rather than of the agricultural or consumers' goods. 
s5 In this Table, it is further noticed how large is the impact of the natural resource endowment upon 
comparative cost : India's textiles are cheapest, despite low productivity, due to cheap cotton fibres ; pig 
iron in India and China is benefited by the fact that iron ore and coal are mined in the country. 
Although this table is not suggestive on comparative capital cost, the factor-proportion theory seems to 
be no more than a very crude approximation of static comparative advantage. 
s6 In a simple example, suppose the level of domestic and foreign techniques Dt and Ft can be meas-
ured in terms of the number of varieties of investment goods technically producible in the country, and 
the proportions of these varieties used in investment are uniform, the import of investment goods at any 
period of time can be divided into the following two parts, using the notations of M. A. ; 
Mlt = (1 - u,)It 
Mat = utlt - Xlt 
where ut=(DelFo)e (d~f) t 
and f and d denotes the rates of increase of Dt and Ft over time. Here (1-ut) is the minimum level 
below which the ratio of import dependency cannot be reduced and even with this minimum level 
reached, the amount of total trade is expanding if 
(1-ut)vi- dut >0 
dt 
under the same assumption as M.A. 2. 
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l. Fel'dman=Domar Model 
In a most simple aspect, Fel'dman=Domar Modell can be expressed by a set of the 
following three equations : 
(11) dX1 _ r X 
'  t~VI 1 
dX~ 1-r '  (1 2) " = X  '  t V2 2 
(1.3) Y~Xl+X2, 
where X1 and X2 denote the net output of the two major sectors of the economy : the in-
vestment goods sector (hereafter designated by the suffix 1) and the consumers' goods sector 
(designated by the suffix 2) ; Y, the net national income ; r, a fraction of X, allocated to the 
investment sector (this is the planners' variable of the model) ; V, the marginal capital-output 
ratio. Among the assumptions of the model, there are those of a closed system without 
foreign trade ; completely elastic supplies of labor with respect to any given level of wage 
rates ;2 permanent assets ; and constancy of the values of r and V once they are determined 
at the initial period.8 
By solving the equations with respect to Xl' X2 and Y, which are the three endogenous 
variables of the model, one obtains : 
JLl  (1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 














see Ishikawa. " Capital 
8 For the 
refer to 
Xl= Xloe v, 
(1-r~ Vl rt  X2=X2Q+  Xro(eV~' -1)  ~ r )V2 
Y= Y0+[( Ir r ) VV_,1 +1]Xlo(ev~,t -1) 
above equations as well as in the following, the sufEx t is omitted where it is self-
These solutions imply that the planners' variable r has the sole responsibility for 
the growth of the system, when V1 and V2 are treated as parameters: the rate 
will be higher in the longer period, the larger is the value of T ; however, if a 
note 16 in the text. 
is a very important assumption, involving the two-fold implications : one, it assumes an economy 
redundant labor reserve ; second, the wage-rate and, with it, the consumption level of the workers 
reduced at will. The first implication seems to be quite realistic in so far as the model is in-
for application in present day underdeveloped economies, and no modification will be required in 
for this reason. But, as regards the second, it is evidently unrealistic to consider that the 
of freedom in freely changing the level of consumption is as wide as the model implies. If the 
is changed to the opposite extreme, i. e., the wage rate is fixed and constant over time at a 
level, r in the model is conditioned by 
l 
T l+ P1 V2 
1-pl Vl 
denotes the relative wages share in each sector. Wlth regard to this and re]ated discussions, 
Accumulation in Mainland China" op. cit.. 
rest of the assumptions as well as the discussion of the sector classification of the economy, 
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shorter period is taken, it is possible that the reverse is the case. 
2 . Extended model comprising foreign trede 
In order to be closer to reality, foreign trade of the economy should be taken into account 
by removing the assumption of a closed system in the Fel'dman=Domar Model. First, a 
simple case is considered where (i) the level and structure of domestic and foreign prices are 
identical, (ii) exports consist of consumers' goods and imports of investment goods, (iii) foreign 
demand for the export goods and foreign supply of the import goods are completely elastic, 
and (iv) exports and imports balances. 
As additional notations. I denotes net national investment ; C, net national consumption ; 
i, the ratio of I to Y ; M, the amount of imports and E, the amount of exports. 
Fel'dman=Domar Model is then extended to : 
dX r  (2 1) I = I  ' dt V1 
dX l-r  (2 2) 2 = I  '  t V2 
(2.3) Y= Xl +X2 
(2.4) Y= I + c 
(2.5) I= iY 
(2.6) M=1-Xl 
(2.7) E= X2 - C 
In this model, eq. (2.4) can be replaced by (2.4)', M=E, as is evident from substituting 
by Eq. (2.6) (2.7) and (2.3). In this model, the planners' variables are r and i ; the parameters 
are Vl' V2 ; the endogenous variables are Xl' Xz, Y, I, C, M and E. W th the number of 
equations altogether seven, the system will be solved when the magnitudes of r and i are 
determined by the planners. Solving the system with respect to Y, I, X and M it is obtained 
that : 
(2.8) Y=Yoerit where v~ r 1-r  ~V+ vz 
(2.9) I = Ioe'it 
(2 10) X Xro+ r I~erit l) 
viVl 
M +(1- )  o 'rl I e"t 1  (2.11) M=  :'tV o( ~ ) 
It should be noted as one of the implications of this extended model that, when the 
economy is opened to the external world with elastic demand and supply conditions, no extra 
benefit (in terms of the increase in the long-term growth rate of the economy) is likely to be 
obtained by putting a higher value to r. While, in the closed system, a higher value of r 
results in a higher long-term growth rate of the system, it will rather decrease the growth 
rate in an usual situation where V1 > V2' It is true that the larger is the value of r, the 
smaller will be the ratio of import dependency of investment goods (M/1) in any period of 
time. However, this course of development may not be an eficient choice in so far as the 
criterion of maximizing Y or C is concerned. 
3. Foreign demand for eaportable goods restricted 
Next, the cases will be considered where, though foreign trade is taking place, the export 
possibility is limited by the restricting conditions of foreign demand, For this purpose, the 50 HITOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF EcoNoMlcs [January 
assumption (iii) of the previous paragraph is dropped, while the others are kept intact. As a 
substitute assumption, only two alternative cases will be taken up here : (i) as an extreme 
case. E is constant in the initial level : Eo : or (ii) the rate of increase in E is exogenously 
fixed at a certain level. 
In either case, an extra conditioning equation will be added to the system of eqs. (2.1)-
(2.7). Therefore, of the two planners' variables : r and i in that system, either one will lose 
freedom and will be converted to a endogenously determined variable ; and it is easily seen 
that this one is i.4 
In the following, the extra conditioning equation for each case is shown, together with 
the solutions of the system with respect to Y. X1' I and M. 
Case (i) 
Extra Equation : (3.i) E=E 
Solutions : 
(3.2) Y= Y0+[( I r r ) VV_: + IJl(Xl0+L;,)(ev~, -1) 
(3.3) I=(Xl0+Eo)ev, 
(3.4) Xl = Xl0+(Xlo +Eo)(eV~' t - 1) 
(3.5) M= MQ=E 
Case (ii) 
Extra Equation : (3.6) 1, dE Is a constant.  ~ dt =g where g ' 
Solutions : 
JL l-T 
[( I r r ) V_VI +1]Xlo(eV' 1)+ T  (3.7) Y=Y0+ V + v2 Mo(ev~,t-egt) 
Vl ~g 
(3.8) I=Xloev + I  o[ I r t _  ~ eV~' gegt]  T 
V1 ~g 
r 
(39) X XloeV + r Vl Mo(eV~' -egt) 
V1~g 
(3.10) M=M.egt 
These two cases imply that the crucial role of the planners' variable T revives when the as-
sumption of a particular demand condition abroad for the exportable goods is introduced ; T 
becomes again the sole responsible factor determining the growth rate of the system, though 
with a relatively minor modification by a constant rate of growth of export in case (ii) ; and 
no less important from the view-point of this paper, choosing a higher value of r will not 
1 ' e the rate of growth of the system, but also decrease the ratio of import depend- on y mcreas 
ency in a quicker tempo than otherwise. The ratio of import dependency is here defined 
as M/1, and decreasing it as quickly as possible can be assumed to be one of the planners' 
~ Since from eqs. (2. 5) and (2. 6), 
.  l+E  t=  1+X2 
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objectives, if it will not be inconsistent with the other objective to increase the overall rate 
of growth of the economy. 
4 . Possibility of declining export p,-ice in trodueed 
Analysis in the previous paragraph as regards the case where foreign demand for export-
able goods is restricted may be extended to a more general and more practical situation 
where, though the actual amount of export can be increased to any amount, it is subject to 
the counteracting tendency that the export price declines in response ,to it. In general, this 
is a case of variable terms of trade. And although this is nothing but another special example 
of the discussion in the previous Paragraph, it is treated separately, since it involves much 
different assumptions. 
First, the assumption (i) of Paragraph 2 should be modified in so far as the price level 
of the exportable goods is variable in the external countries. With respect to the assumption 
(iii) there, this should be modified to the effect that the foreign demand for the exportable 
goods is inelastic, though the complete elasticity assumption of foreign supply of the import-
able goods kept unchanged for simplicity's sake. In vigorous terms it is assumed that 
(4. 1) L;~ = Ee ('g+1' tpt~7 
where e denotes income elasticity of demand for the exportable goods ; g, the rate of growth 
of per capital income ; l, the rate of growth of population ; and v, the price elasticity of 
demand for the exportable goods, all in the foreign countries. Lastly, the assumption (iv) of 
Paragragh 2 is changed to assume that exports and imports balance in terms of foreign 
prices. By assuming the price of importable goods as l, both in this country and in the foreign 
countries, we can express this by 
(4.2) Mt=ptEt. 
For formulating the case under these modified assumptions, we have to try a little bit 
more to develop eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Since this paper focusses attention on foreign trade 
solely in relation to domestic economic development, pt in the above equations must be ex-
plained in relation to the domestic factors. This can be done in the following way : the 
amount of exports in foreign prices, which can be derived Lrom eq. (4.1) as 
(4.3) L;pt = Ee "g+t, tptl~7, 
must, in this system, be as large as the amount of imports the system requires for develop-
ment. Hence 
(4.4) Mt=E~ec=g+1]tpll-1 
which can be changed to 
p = E~~ieIFT "g+1' t 1  t Mtl~~ 
However, since ETITcan be converted to p./M.~T , this equation can be equivalent to 




Now, the problem of this Paragraph can be formulated as a model, by modifying the 
5 Since from eq. (4.4) we can derive 
M0=Ep.1-7, 
and this can be converted to 
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in Paragraph 2 by eqs. (4.2) and (4.5). To reproduce them 




Y= Xl + X2 
I = iY 
M=1-Xl 
E=Xa~C 
E- ~M  )1~ 
p-pQeT:T / Mo '  _ _ 
eg+1't~ M 
lo 
p0=E 1-7 Mo l-P . 
this model, it should be noted that Y denotes domestic income, while it was used in 
2 for denoting national income ; accordingly i should be interpreted as the saving 
not to national income, but to domestic income. Furthermore, eq. (2.4) does not hold 
since it is derived from eqs. (4.8), (4,lO), (4.11) and (4.2) that 
Y= I + c+(E-M) 
=1+C+M( I _l\j'  p 
(E-M) or M(, - )  JL I can be defined as the " Ioss of domestrc mcome due to the  p 
in the terms of trade". 
planners' variables of this model are r and i, as were in Paragraph 2. The endoge-
variables ( Y. I, C, Xl' X2, M, E and p) are eight in number as against the same number 
The system is accordingly soluble with any chosen values of i and T, and the 
may find that the solutions with respect to Y, I, Xl and M are just equivalent to 
shown in eqs. (2.8), (2.9), (2,lO) and (2.ll), respectively, if the concept of Y in the latter 
to the present one. It might seem, therefore, that the implications on the efficient 
of r and i are also similar in both cases. But, focussing attention on national income, 
is equivalent to Y-(E-M) or Y-1A'(/(:l~~L_ \j  l , it is known that this may not the case.  p 
the analysis is complicated, we shall be content here in presenting a simple numerical 
showing the impact of the choice of i and r upon (E-M) or t~jo(Et-Mt) for any 
of time n depending upon the planners' time horizon. 
Fig. 1, which was drawn for this purpose,6 indicate that (i) the higher the value 
for i, the larger is the amount of (E-M) in the immediate future, regardless of the 
of r, but (ii) the higher value chosen for r always accompanies with it in the 
run the smaller or the decreasing amount of (E-M) ; and it will be easily observed 
in (i), a higher value of i has an implication that the rate of growth of the system is 
than otherwise, and that, in (ii) the higher value of r implies a more rapidly decreas-
6 It should be emphasized 
part will not come about. 
that the value of 7 is here assumed as 2 ; if 7~1, the implication of this 1965] STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 53 
App. FIG. 1. MOVEMENT OF (E-M) 
DEPENDlNG UPON THE CHOICE OF i AND r 
__ I~f 
Et(2) 
~ 20 Mt(2) 
Et(3) 
10 ~~~\ I - -
~ Et(1) Mt(3) 
Et(~+~~-- ~\'\'~~- .- lvh(1) 




Calculated from eqs. (2•ll), (4•2) and (4•5), in case where E=3, ~=2, 
eg+1=0.01, Y0=100, Vl=3, V2=2.3, Xro=3, and 
Case I : i=0.15 Case 2 : i=0.15 
r=0.30 r=0.lO  Case 3 : i=0.10 Case 4 : i=0.lO 
r= 0.07 r= O.30 
ing ratio of import dependency/ In the typical four cases in App. Fig. 1, the best choice 
seems to be Case l, since it will assure a higher growth rate of the system than Cases 3 and 
4, and as compared to Case 2, ~ (Et-Mt) is small for any period of time except t=0. Though 
t=0 
~(Et-Mt) is in this case larger than in Case 4, the difference will become relatrvely negligible 
t=o 
if a sufficientiy longer time-horizon is taken up.8 
5. Relying upon External Aid-Indian Case 
In the above cases of foreign demand for exportable goods restricted, the planners' objec-
tives (i. e., to maximise the level and the growth rate of the system as well as the tempo of 
decreasing the ratio of import dependency) are proved to be better served by choosing higher 
values of i and r• Yet they are nevertheless conditioned by the initial level of XIQ and (in 
case of Paragraphs 3) M. that may be very low, so that the level of national income at any 
period might be lower than otherwise and the level of import dependency might be higher 
than otherwise. (It is clear by seeing, for instance, that, for a given value of r, the level of 
Yt. Xlt rs the lower the smaller are the mtual values of Y., Xlo') As defined in the text, 
the Indian Case represents an extra effort to overcome this restricting condition by trying to 
receive a greater amount of external aid. For the purpose of formulation, we assume that 
the amoYnt of external aid, designated as D, is a function of a receiving country's effort, e. g., 
via diplomatic tactics or persuasion ; that the degree of this effort is reflected in the ratio 
7 It may be noted that the burden of (E-M) at any time period is, in this model, to be born by the 
national consumption ; i, e., by reducing C. It follows that there is at any time a certain ceiling beyond 
which (E-M) cannot expand. This will limit in actuality the range of freedom in choosing i. 
8 Prof. A. K. Sen has analyzed a similar case of variable terms of trade in a different set of assump-
tions and on a more partia] basis. Cf. Sen, Choloe of Techniques, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1960, Ch. VI. 54 ruTOTSUBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS 
(designated as i') of net domestic investment (r) to national income. 
In formulating this case into a model, we shall, for the sake of 
assumption of Paragraph 3 (ii) as far as the restricting conditions 





































simplicity, rely on the 
of foreign demand for 
dX r  l= r  dt Vl 







l dE  E ' dt =g. 
eq. (5.4) can be replaced by (5.4)' M=D+E is easily seen from eqs. (5.3), (5.4), (5.5) 
(5.7). Planners' variables are r and i'. With the number of the endogenous variable 
(Y, X1' X2, I', C, M, E, D) as against eight equations, the system can be solved with 
values of r and i'. Solving the system with respect to Y. Xl' M and D, we obtain : 
Y~Yeri't where ,,= r l-r  " ' v+ V2 
X1 = Xro + r r.(e~' t - l) 
,,i' V1 
M=10'~X +(1- )  ro r r.(e~' t - 1) 
,,i' V1 
D (1- )  " i'r I I eyi't I E(egt 1)  D=  , tV o( ~ )~ ~ ~ ' 
is seen from these solutions, the determinants of the long-term growth-rate are similar 
in the case of paragraph 2. With respect to T, a larger value of it does not neces-
lead a higher rate ; rather it results, in the more usual case where Vl > V2, in a slower 
However, in this case, a larger value of , has always an effect of reducing the level of 
a quicker tempo or of increasing it in a slower tempo. In the former case, repayment 
will become possible sooner. On the other hand, the role of i' in influencing the 
rate is obvious. At the same time, it affects directly the amout of aid and hence the 
of import of capital goods. Thus, a larger i' will yield a higher level and a higher 
rate ,of the system, and at the same time higher values of D and M at any time-
The problem, then, is what are the combined results of the choice of differing values 
r ? For simplicity's sake, an illustrative numerical example is shown in App. Fig. 2, 
indicates four typical paths of M and D depending upon the choices of i' and r• Of 
four paths, perhaps the most typical is the choice between those of M(1) and M(3) ; 
is evident that Indian Case represents the choice of M(3) in preference to M(1), since 
a typical case where a high value of i' yields a higher level and a higher growth rate 
edonbmy, though by a larger amount of aid and hence a higher ratio of import de-
; but by choosing at the same time a high value of r, the aid and, with it, the 
of import dependency will decrease sooner without, sacrificing much the rate of growth 
economy. 1 9 65]  STRATEGY OF FOREIGN TRADE UNDER PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
App. FIG. 2. PATHS OF IMPORTS (Mt), EXPORTS (E~) AND 
EXTERNAL AID (Dt, shaded area) DEPENDING UPON 










Calculated from eqs. (5•11) and (5•8), where Y.=100 units, Xro=8 units, 
E0=5 units, Vl=3, V3=2.5 and g=0.03 ; the selections of the values of i' 
and T are shown in the chart for the four cases of Mt. 
The Indian Case seems to be theoretically effective for the purpose, provided, however, 
that the external, some rich'country is willing to respond favorably to the request from the 
country here concerned. 
6. Choice of Techniques with Less Impo,'t Content-the Chinese Case 
As one of the possible ways of analyzing the Chinese case which was described in the 
text, we assume first that the investment goods sector consists of two sub-sectors : one is de-
signated as H-sector where investment called H-goods are produced with a high and fixed 
technique as represented by a fixed marginal capital-output ratio, VH and the equipments 
used are exclusively H-goods ; the other, designated as L-sector, produces investment goods 
called L-goods with low and variable techniques as represented by VL With a variable value, 
and the equipments used are a kind of combined goods consisting of both H- and L-goods.9 
We then assume that the proportion (m) of the amount of H-goods (XH) to that of L-goods 
(XH) in this combined equipments is fixed under a certain given technique, and varies in a 
fixed, positive proportion (b) to the varying values of VL. It follows that the percentage (x) 
of total output of XH m a given time period which should be diverted to L-sector depends 
upon the va]ue of m, if the amount of XL used as equipment in L-sector as well as total output 
of XH are given. Another important assumption is that the imported goods in this system 
9 It should be noted here that the separation of investment goods sector between the sub-sectors H 
and L is quite different from that between the sub-sector producing machineries used in consumers' 
goods sector, the sub-sector producing machineries to make machineries used in the consumers' goods 
sector, etc. 56 HITOTsuBASHI JOURNAL OF ECONOMTCS [January 
consist solely of H-goods. As an implication of these assumptions, it should be noted that 
the choice of a lower VL rs equivalent to choosing a technique with a lower import content, 
since on the one hand, a lower VL yields an equivalently smaller m and hence an equivalently 
smaller x, while, on the other hand, a smaller XXH has the same implication as equivalently 
economizing the imported H-goods. To be realistic, the marginal capital-output ratio (V2) 
of the consumers' goods sector is assumed to vary in a fixed and positive proportion (a) to VI" 
Now a model for the Chinese Case can be formulated in the following way by ex-
pressing the conditions of foreign trade by (2.4)' and (3.1) : 
(6.1) VH dXH =(1-x)XH+M 
dt 


































this model, the planners' variables are r and VL, and as against the eleven equations, 
corresponds the same number of endogenously determined variables (XH, XL, X2' Y. I, 
E, V2' m, x). The solutions of the system with regard to Y, X/1' XL, and X2 are 
as :lo 
Y= Y0+(XII'+MXe7~ -1)- bVL 
VH Z- VII 
(e8t-ev~.]1)+ -~:iL_1- VL +11JXL (e't l)  1 [ 
~1+bVL) ' V2 





XL = XLoezt 
X2 = X20 + [ r( 11+ brvL_) Jl ~tXLo(est _ 1). 
respect to eq. (6.13), perhaps one comment may be necessary. The second item of the 
side of the eqation represents the magnitude of additional output of XH m a given 
period as compared to the initial period, if no part of it is diverted to L-sector in any 
period. The third item represents the magnitude of X!1 which were produced if a 
case whereZ= I is omitted for consideration in the following. However, the final conclu-
Vll 
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diverted portion of XH m each respective period of time had remained in H-sector. This 
item may be called the item of accumulated leakage.11 
From these solutions, the following observations could be made. 
dZ 
= 
J-<0, the smaller VL always results in the larger Z. It follows that  (1) Since  dVL 2  VL 
the smaller VL yields the consistently larger output of XL ; it yields in the long-run the higher 
output of X2 and the lower value of VH, but in the short-run the reverse is the case. In 
1 
case of Z< VH ' this observation is modified to a certain extent in the very long-run as far 
as XH Is concern~d. 
(2) When we come to consider the impact of differing values of VL upon the magnitude of 
Y, it should be noticed that the impacts upon different sectors are counteracting each other 
to a certain extent. To be precise, we have to examine the derived value of a Y/a VL from eq. 
(6.12). Since it is larger, equal or smaller than zero, depending upon 
1~ 1-r _ rbVL :i~O 
~  ~l+bVL) 1  VH (Z VH 
- 
 
and by replacing each respective variables and parameters by some practically conceivable values 
it is known that the usual value of aYlavL Is smaller than zero, and the usual case seems to 
be that the smaller VL yields the larger Y. However, it is also found that the benefit of enlarg-
ing Y by choosing a smaller VL will gradually be lost as time goes on. 
(3) By a similar examination with respect to the combined total of XH, XL and M, we come 
to know that the smaller VL will make the value of M/1 smaller, with a similar reservation. 
However, the value of M/Xn Is definitely larger in the long run, when the choice is made on 
the smaller VI-' 
n The reason why this is so can be explained in this way. First, the leakage in any given time 
period n is shown by rbVLXLoeln ; second at the time period of t, this would have resulted in H-goods 
of the amount of rbVLXLoee,'e VH(t .), jf it were kept in H-sector. Therefore, the accumulated leakage is : 
t tn+  ~(t~*) 
r 
rbVLXLOJ e  dn  o 
and the solution is just equivalent to the third item. For the interpretation of this item, I am indebted 
to a useful suggestion by Prof. S. Fujino. 